FRAMEWORK

- Novel: “Speak” by Laurie Halse Anderson
- Project period: 2 months (8-10 weeks)
- Class level 10 (M/E level)
- iPad class

PART QUESTIONS

Example for Part 4

WEEKLY TASKS

You can share your thoughts as a text, text with images/pictures, video or audio

1. Create a summary of the Chapter.
2. Describe the feelings of Melinda.
3. How did you feel reading this chapter and why?
4. Any new words or phrases?

DIFFERENTIATION

“Every student can find and use their way to use the "book" and to express their learnings, thoughts and feelings.”

IMPORTANT

- Triggerwarnings before project starts.
- Work with professionals

READING JOURNAL

- App: Book Creator for iOS (free)
- Weekly Tasks --> have to be done at home
- Part Questions --> have to be done in class
- All Tasks: Documented in Book Creator
- --> Reading Journal develops

GOAL

- Deal with mental health and illness
- Give students the opportunity to talk about (their) mental health
- Build awareness for mental illnesses
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